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INSPIRE
HOW HAVE WE SURVIVED?

By Rabbi Yossi Goldman

What is the biggest miracle of our generation? The fall of Communism? The peaceful political transition in
South Africa? That Fidel Castro still runs Cuba?Surely for us, indisputably, the greatest miracle of all must be

that after the Holocaust the Jewish people picked themselves up and rebuilt Jewish life and Jewish
communities. Is there anything more extraordinary than that Jews who were singled out for extermination

because of their faith should nonetheless want to embrace that same faith and still be Jewish?This week we
enter the period of the “Nine Days” leading up to Tisha B’Av, our national day of mourning. We remember the

destruction of both our Temples, and pray for Jerusalem to be restored to her former glory.In Eichah, the
Book of Lamentations, which we read on Tisha B’Av, there is a verse (3:22) that reads, “G‑d’s kindness surely

has not ended, nor are His mercies exhausted.” Rashi offers an alternative interpretation: it is by G‑d’s
kindness that we have not come to an end. In the words of the Midrash, “He spent His wrath on the wood and
stones” of the Temple structure—His house was destroyed but His people survived.So this is an appropriate
time to reflect on Jewish survival. In the face of the demise of all the great ancient civilizations and empires

—Egypt, Babylon, Greece, Rome, Persia, and more recently, the Third Reich—what is the unique secret of
Jewish survival? Despite the destructions and diasporas, notwithstanding the holocausts that have

decimated us through the ages, how did we survive? How do we survive? And, most importantly, how will we
survive?Of course, the simple answer is that G‑d will never allow us to disappear. We live by the ongoing
miracles of divine intervention. But let us take a quick tour of history to see if we can put our finger on the
most important ingredient in our unbelievable tenacity of spirit.Some people might say it is our national

homeland that has been the one key element in our continuity. Indeed, Israel is our eternal homeland, and
we pray for the return to Zion three times a day and more. It is central to everything we believe in; it is our
heart and soul. It unites us wherever we are and wherever we have been. It is in our dreams, hopes and

aspirations.But, while we will never relinquish our eternal claim to it, the reality is that we have been away
from our homeland longer than we’ve been in it. The fact of the matter is that, even today, there are more
Jews scattered around the world than there are in Israel. So, as uncompromisingly committed as we are to
our homeland today, and as critical as it is to our global stature and security, geography could not have

been the main factor in our survival throughout history.Is it, perhaps, a common language? Indeed, Hebrew is
our national language, and is still the language of our prayerbook. But are there not people reading these
lines who could not read them if they were in Hebrew? Certainly, the vast majority of Jews today do not

speak Hebrew, and I shudder to estimate the percentage of intelligent Jews who are Jewishly
illiterate.Throughout history we had a variety of vernaculars. Aramaic, Greek, and even Arabic, were at one

time the most popular languages in Jewish communities of old. In more recent generations Yiddish or Ladino,
like English today, have been the preferred vehicles of communication for most Jews. We simply cannot
claim a common language to be the overwhelming factor in our continued uninterrupted existence.How

about culture? Well, have you ever tried offering a Sephardic Jew gefilte fish? Or an Ashkenazi Jew
couscous? Food and music are cornerstones of any culture; both will vary markedly between East and West.
A regular synagogue-goer from Golders Green will probably be totally lost at a service in Singapore. And vice
versa. Honestly speaking, we actually do not have one common culture. We have adopted many nuances of

style in food, music and dress from our host societies. Environment affects.The one and only feature
absolutely common to all our people all the time, the uniquely unifying entity that has gone beyond borders,
across continents, cultures, languages and lifestyle, has been the Torah. Whether in Israel or Babylon, Minsk
or Madrid, Sydney or San Francisco, Johannesburg or Jerusalem, the Jewish way of life as enshrined in our
holy Torah and its commandments has been the single most important element in keeping the Jewish spirit

alive and vibrant. Not some vague, sentimental sense of “Yiddishkeit” either, but a clearly defined value
system that has been transmitted faithfully down the generations wherever we have lived.The clearest proof
of this idea is the fact that where there has been an abandonment of the traditions of Torah, assimilation
has followed almost immediately—and with tragic consequences. Those pockets of Jews have simply not
survived.Of course, G‑d is the ultimate miracle maker of Jewish survival. But there’s no magic at work here.
G‑d has given us the secret. We hold His key in our hands. Just being Jewish by birth does not guarantee

survival of any kind. Only where there has been a concrete commitment to the study of Torah, to teaching it
to our children, and to the fulfilment of its eternal practices, has this miracle been seen to happen.May our
dedication to Torah grow, so that Jewish survival and the flourishing of Jewish life may be assured forever.
Please G‑d, our prayers for the rebuilding of Zion and the wholeness of our land and our people will soon be

answered. Amen.
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World War One Beginning on Tisha B’Av
I have heard that one of the tragedies which occurred on
Tisha B’Av is that World War One began on that day. Can
you tell me if that is actually true? On what date did Tisha

B’Av fall out that year?
The Aish Rabbi Replies:

In 1914 Tisha B’Av occurred on Shabbat, August 1, and was
observed on the 2nd. The crisis which led to the outbreak
of war (the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand,

heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne) began over a month
earlier. After a diplomatic crisis, Austria-Hungary
declared war on Serbia on July 28, Russia called a

general mobilization on the 30th, and Germany declared
war on Russia on the 1st. France, allied with Russia as part

of the Triple Entente, also began mobilization on that
day.August 1 thus marked the declaration of war between
two major powers from the two opposing alliances which
fought in the First World War. And it was the immediate
precursor to the invoking of the alliances which turned it
into a global war. It is thus arguably the most significant
date of the start of the war.It cannot be overstated how
tragic the First World War was to the Jewish people – in
many ways. Rabbi Berel Wein observes that we tend to
think of WWI as primarily a battle fought in the trenches

of France. But a simultaneous vicious war was being
fought on the eastern front (not as stationary as the

western front), between the Central Powers and Russia,
cutting right through the heart of Jewish Eastern Europe,

home to millions of Jews.Apart from the tens of
thousands of Jewish soldiers who lost their lives on both
sides (over a million served altogether), entire regions of
Eastern Europe were uprooted, and ordinary civilian life
was not possible during the upheavals of war. The Jews
were suspected by both sides of collaboration with the

enemy, and Czarist Russia expelled hundreds of
thousands of them away from the front, often on virtually

no notice. The Austro-Hungarian Jews, especially in
places like Galicia, were subject to the most horrific

treatment under the invading Russians, and thousands
upon thousands fled west, creating terrible dislocation

and refugee problems throughout the empire. Most of the
Jews in that region of the world were living in terrible
poverty without a war, but the war made life entirely

unlivable for them, and caused the decimation of cities
and of Jewish communal life which literally never

recovered since.The physical devastation of the Eastern
European Jewry during the war was accompanied by an
equally catastrophic spiritual one. The breakdown of the
community destroyed the religious infrastructure which

had preserved the Jews for so many centuries. The
anarchy and desperation of the times radicalized many

young Jews, who became Bundists, Socialists,
Communists, revolutionaries, etc., intensifying a process
of secularization and radicalization which had begun

decades earlier.Furthermore, many historians view World
War One as one of the major causes of Hitler’s rise to

power and the Second World War. Germany smoldered
under the crushing terms of the Versailles Treaty signed
at the conclusion of the first war. National anger over it

was one of the factors which helped bring the
ultranationalistic, racist Nazi party to power. It must have

been the Jews who stabbed Germany in the back and
caused it to lose the war (in fact a Jewish politician,

representing Germany, signed the armistice ending the
war), and the Jews were behind the creation of the

corrupt, cosmopolitan Weimar Republic. Thus, in a very
real sense, WWI was a direct progenitor of WWII and the

Holocaust.



PARSHA SUMMARY
HAFTORAH SUMMARY

RIDDLE OF THE WEEK
JEWISH HUMOUR

On the first of Shevat (thirty-seven days
before his passing), Moses begins
his repetition of the Torah to the

assembled children of Israel, reviewing the
events that occurred and the laws that were

given in the course of their forty-year
journey from Egypt to Sinai to the Promised
Land, rebuking the people for their failings
and iniquities, and enjoining them to keep

the Torah and observe its commandments in
the land that G‑d is giving them as an eternal
heritage, into which they shall cross after his

death.Moses recalls his appointment of judges
and magistrates to ease his burden of meting
out justice to the people and teaching them

the word of G‑d; the journey from Sinai
through the great and fearsome desert; the

sending of the spies and the people’s
subsequent spurning of the Promised Land, so
that G‑d decreed that the entire generation of
the Exodus would die out in the desert. “Also
against me,” says Moses, “was G‑d angry for
your sake, saying: You, too, shall not go in

there.”Moses also recounts some more recent
events: the refusal of the nations of Moab and
Ammon to allow the Israelites to pass through
their countries; the wars against the Emorite
kings Sichon and Og, and the settlement of

their lands by the tribes
of Reuben and Gad and part of the tribe
of Manasseh; and Moses’ message to his

successor, Joshua, who will take the people
into the Land and lead them in the battles for
its conquest: “Fear them not, for the L‑rd your

G‑d, He shall fight for you.”

This week's haftorah is the third of a series of
three "haftarot of affliction." These

three haftarot are read during the Three Weeks of
mourning for Jerusalem, between the fasts of 17
Tammuz and 9 Av.Isaiah relays to the Jews a
G‑dly vision he experienced, chastising the

residents of Judah and Jerusalem for having
rebelled against G‑d, criticizing them for

repeating their errors and not abandoning their
sinful ways — even after having been

reprimanded and punished. "Woe to a sinful
nation, a people heavy with iniquity, evildoing
seed, corrupt children. They forsook G‑d; they

provoked the Holy One of Israel." Harsh words are
employed, comparing the Jewish leaders to the
rulers of Sodom and Gomorrah. G‑d states his

distaste for their sacrifices and offerings which
were flavored with pagan customs. "How has she
become a harlot, a faithful city; it was once full of
justice, in which righteousness would lodge, but
now it is a city of murderers…"Isaiah then speaks
gentler words, encouraging the people to repent

sincerely and to perform acts of justice and
kindness towards the needy, orphans and

widows, and promising them the best of the land
in return for their obedience. "If your sins prove to
be like crimson, they will become white as snow; if
they prove to be as red as crimson dye, they shall
become as wool." The haftorah concludes with a

promise that G‑d will eventually reestablish
Israel's judges and leaders, when "Zion shall be
redeemed through justice and her penitents
through righteousness."Note: The first word of

the haftorah is "Chazon" ("The vision [of Isaiah]").
The Shabbat when this haftorah is read, the
Shabbat before Tisha b'Av, is thus called

"Shabbat Chazon," the "Shabbat of the Vision."
According to chassidic tradition, on this Shabbat
the soul of every Jew is treated to a "vision" of

the third Holy Temple that will be rebuilt with the
coming of Moshiach

What's the difference between a schlomozel and a
schlemeil?

A schlemeil is the guy who walks past a second floor
window-ledge and knocks the flower pot off.

A schlomozel is the guy walking underneath...

Moishe Epstein dragged himself home and barely
made it to his chair before he dropped, exhausted.
His sympathetic wife Rivkah was right there with a
tall cool drink and a comforting word."My, you look
tired," Rivkah said. "You must have had a hard day

today. What happened to make you so
exhausted?""It was terrible," Moishe said, "We had
no computer or internet access the whole day so all

of us had to do our own thinking."

What can lift objectsor hopelessly
try,but only when filled,or, lifeless, it

lies?
Answer to last week's Riddle.

A DIe

 Kempner Daniel Father Labe ben Feivel 5 Av
Austin Irving Mother Sheina bas Chaim 6 Av

Peterson Karen Mother Raisel bas Pesach 6 Av
Steinberg Kim Mother Chaya Lieba bas Moshe Meyer 8 Av

WISHING ALL THOSE WITH YARTZEIT THIS WEEK CHAIM ARUCHIM



In general, the study hall of Rabbi Boruch was a joyous place. During the Nine Days before Tisha B'Av,

however, the atmosphere was rather somber, as if a dark cloud hovered above.The tzadik himself had

disappeared; no one knew where he was. Rumor had it that Rabbi Boruch had disguised himself as a

beggar and was wandering from town to town, the better to experience the exile of the Divine

Presence.In the village square stood a wagon driver next to his horses. To all outward appearances he

looked like any other wagon driver, but it was really Rabbi Boruch in a new disguise. It didn't take long

until a Polish nobleman asked to engage his services.The tzadik made a quick calculation: If everything

went well, he would make it back to town on the day before Tisha B'Av. He agreed to take the

nobleman to his destination, and the two set off.Now, the horses that Rabbi Boruch had procured were

not exactly in their prime; the poor specimens could barely pull the wagon and stopped often to rest.

The most tranquil of passengers would have found it irritating; how much more so did the Polish

nobleman, who was in a hurry to reach his destination. The tzadik was subjected to a steady stream of

curses and insults. But he remained silent, feeling acutely the pain and affront to the Divine Presence

in exile.The journey would take several days, and each evening the two travelers sought refuge in an

inn. The nobleman obtained the finest accommodations, while Rabbi Boruch slept in the barn with his

horses. The tzadik made sure to don his tefilin and pray several hours before the nobleman woke up.

Only afterwards would he rouse him to resume their travels.One morning, however, when Rabbi Boruch

knocked on the nobleman's door he received no answer. The nobleman, he soon realized, was in a

drunken stupor, having spent the night before carousing with some local peasants. With great

difficulty the tzadik managed to haul him over to the wagon and dump him in. Throughout it all, the

nobleman remained unconscious.The next stage of the journey took them through a dense forest. The

horses plodded along at their usual sluggish pace, keeping time with the nobleman's loud snores.

Rabbi Boruch was lost in thought.Suddenly, a terrible pain ripped through the tzadik's head. When he

woke up he found himself tied to a tree, with the Polish nobleman in similar circumstances. The horses

and wagon were gone, but Rabbi Boruch noticed that his prayer book, talit and tefilin had been tossed

aside. Immediately he thanked G-d for having saved his life.Moving his arms and legs the tzadik was

able to gradually loosen his bonds. The first thing he did was to pick up his prayer book, talit and tefilin

and kiss them. Next he turned his attention to the Polish nobleman, who was still unconscious but

appeared to be breathing.Rabbi Boruch found a stream and splashed some water on the man's face.

Nonetheless, it took a few hours until his eyelids fluttered. "What happened?" the nobleman

stammered. "Why am I lying on the ground?"The tzadik told him what had happened, but as soon as he

heard the word "robbers" he began to scream. "My money! My money!" Rabbi Boruch tried to calm him

down and told him that he should be grateful for being alive, but the nobleman remained extremely

agitated and kept looking at the tzadik with barely concealed suspicion.With no other choice the two

set out on foot. After wandering for several days they came upon an encampment of hunters, some of

whom were the nobleman's friends. Out of earshot of the wagon driver, the nobleman told them that

he suspected his companion of having stolen his money. His suspicion was based on the simple fact

that the driver was the only person who had known of its existence.One hunter suggested that they

shoot him immediately, but the oldest member of the party demurred. "Let's tie him to a tree," he

proposed. "If he's guilty, he will die. If not, then G-d help him." The tzadik was immediately seized and

bound.Night fell, and Rabbi Boruch's tears flowed freely as he prayed the evening service. From the

depths of his heart he implored G-d to save him, his voice echoing back in the eerie silence.The sound

of approaching footsteps suddenly cut off his words. It was the old hunter who had returned, the very

one who had objected to killing him. "I wanted to see how you were," he said. "I never thought you were

guilty in the first place. The real robbers have just been apprehended and have admitted to

everything. It seems that when our foolish friend got drunk the other night, he boasted to everyone

about all the money he was carrying."It was the night of Tisha B'Av when Rabbi Boruch arrived back at

the study hall, where his disciples were waiting for him expectantly. And everyone noticed that the

tzadik's reading of the Book of Lamentations was especially emotional that year.

FOOD 4 THE SOUL

A person is happy when he knows something worthwhile belongs to him.A person is
very happy when he feels he is small and yet he owns something very great.We are all

finite owners of the Infinite.

STORY TIME


